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Sol 185 was a typical sol on Mars (a Mars sol is 24 h 39.5 min 
long, and we number sols starting from landing). The ground 
acceleration spectrogram recorded by the very broadband 

(VBB) instrument of SEIS1–3 (Seismic Experiment for Interior 
Structure; Fig. 1a) is dominated by the noise produced by the 
weakly turbulent night-time winds and by the powerful, thermally 
driven convective turbulence during the day4. Around 17:00 local 
mean solar time (lmst), the wind fluctuations die out quite sud-
denly and the planet remains very quiet into the early night hours. 
Several distinctive features can be seen every sol on Mars. Lander 
vibrations activated by the wind appear as horizontal thin lines with 
frequency varying daily as a result of temperature variations of the 

lander; almost invisible during quiet hours, they are not excited by 
seismic events (for example, the lander mode at 4 Hz in Fig. 1a). 
We also observe a pronounced ambient resonance at 2.4 Hz, stron-
gest on the vertical component, with no clear link to wind strength 
but excited by all the seismic vibrations at that frequency. The rela-
tive excitations of the 2.4 Hz and 4 Hz modes serve as discriminants 
for the origin of ground vibrations recorded by SEIS, allowing us 
to distinguish between local vibrations induced by atmospheric or 
lander activity and more distant sources of ground vibrations. On 
Sol 185, two weak events can also be spotted in the quiet hours of 
the early evening, one with a broadband frequency content and a 
second 80 min later, centred on the 2.4 Hz resonance band (Fig. 1a).
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The InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport) mission landed in Elysium Planitia 
on Mars on 26 November 2018 and fully deployed its seismometer by the end of February 2019. The mission aims to detect, 
characterize and locate seismic activity on Mars, and to further constrain the internal structure, composition and dynamics of 
the planet. Here, we present seismometer data recorded until 30 September 2019, which reveal that Mars is seismically active. 
We identify 174 marsquakes, comprising two distinct populations: 150 small-magnitude, high-frequency events with waves 
propagating at crustal depths and 24 low-frequency, subcrustal events of magnitude Mw 3–4 with waves propagating at various 
depths in the mantle. These marsquakes have spectral characteristics similar to the seismicity observed on the Earth and Moon. 
We determine that two of the largest detected marsquakes were located near the Cerberus Fossae fracture system. From the 
recorded seismicity, we constrain attenuation in the crust and mantle, and find indications of a potential low-S-wave-velocity 
layer in the upper mantle.
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In the combined image for Sols 72 to 299 (Fig. 1b), the character-
istic pattern of the wind noise and the events detected in the quiet 
evening hours can be tracked until 30 September (data were lost 

during 20 sols of solar conjunction). The Marsquake Service (MQS; 
see Methods for all details and procedures) detected 174 events, clas-
sified into two main categories: (1) low-frequency (LF) events with 
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Fig. 1 | Spectrograms for Sol 185 and Sols 72–299. a, The spectrogram shows data in acceleration recorded at 20 samples per second for the vertical VBB 
component for Sol 185. We mark two modes excited by atmospheric perturbations and lander–ground coupling (A), the 2.4 Hz ambient resonance mode, 
which continuously exists throughout the day (B), and the two seismic events S0185a and S0185b, detected on Sol 185 (C). b, In the spectrogram stack, 
each horizontal line corresponds to a sol-long acceleration spectrogram from 20 s to 4 Hz for the vertical VBB component. White spaces indicate data 
gaps. The 174 detected events are marked with symbols corresponding to the event type, while event quality is indicated with colour. utc, Coordinated 
Universal Time; DOY, day of year.
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energy content generally below 1 Hz, including some events with a 
more broadband content extending up to the 2.4 Hz resonance; (2) 
high-frequency (HF) events with energy above 1 Hz, reaching up to 
6–12 Hz (smaller HF events can be seen only as narrowband excita-
tion of the 2.4 Hz ambient resonance). The 174 events detected until 
Sol 299 include 24 LF and 150 HF events, of which 131 are visible 
only as 2.4 Hz resonance events. Most events were detected during 
very quiet hours that were devoid of recorded wind perturbations 
(Fig. 1b, see Methods and Supplementary Section 1) and have small 
signal amplitudes with accelerations as low as 10−10 m s−2. A distinct 
characteristic is the visible increase over this period in the rate of HF 
events, whereas LF events appear to take place at a more uniform 
rate. The full Mars seismic catalogue and waveform data are avail-
able from ref. 5 and ref. 6, respectively.

Once a suspected event is identified, the first critical step of the 
MQS processing is discrimination between seismic energy and local 
spacecraft-, instrument- or atmospheric-induced perturbances (see 
Methods and Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2). Once we exclude an 
atmospheric or lander origin, we process each seismic event to 
determine P- and S-wave arrival times, distance, azimuth and mag-
nitude7–9. Owing to the generally low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 
most seismic waveforms do not exhibit clear phase arrivals in the 
time domain, and the use of spectrograms and spectral envelopes 
have been the preferred method of both detection and investigation 
of seismic signals (Figs. 1a and 2).

The LF events display common characteristics. The signals have 
an overall duration of 10–20 min and most events show two dis-
tinct phases. Unambiguous P and S-phase identification based on 
polarization was possible only for the S0173a and S0235b events 
(Extended Data Fig. 3) and for the P phase for S0183a, as scattering 
prevents either positive or precise identification for all other events2. 
However, the similarity of the envelopes allows identification of the 
two phases as P and S for all events, in analogy to the waves observed 
for the larger events (Fig. 2). So far, we have not positively identified 
other phases such as depth phases (that is, pP, sP) or surface waves. 
No secondary P or S phases have been detected (for example, PP, SS, 
PcP, ScS) and we assume in this analysis that the observed P and S 
are the direct phases.

The HF events also display common features (Figs. 3b and 
4b). The signal contains only HF energy with durations from 5 to 
20 min, and most events show two separate peaks, interpreted as 
crustal P and S phases. A few events show only one dominant peak. 
The events observed as 2.4 Hz resonances have the same envelope 
shape as other HF events and we interpret them as low-amplitude 
HF events.

Extended Data Fig. 4 lists 13 LF and 23 HF events we use for fur-
ther analysis in this paper. The SNR values of the selected LF events 
range from 2.5 to over 20, and peak-signal to peak-noise ratios range 
from 3.5 to over 200 (Extended Data Fig. 5). The LF and HF events 
define two separate families, with different origin, source depth and 
wave paths, providing first evidence on the seismic activity, seismic 
wave propagation and the internal structure of Mars.

Distance of LF events and constraints on mantle structure
The determination of epicentral distance using only one station 
and without sufficient knowledge of the internal velocity struc-
ture is challenging, especially with the lack of surface waves10–12. 
The MQS location procedure provides a probabilistic estimate of 
distance using an extensive a  priori database of seismic velocity 
models to capture the epistemic uncertainty related to our lack of 
knowledge of the interior of Mars (Supplementary Section 2). The 
distance is then expressed as a probability density function (PDF) 
spanning the whole set of models and a source depth varying 
between 0 and 100 km.

Even at this early stage, we can check the compatibility of each 
model with the recorded data and eliminate many models. In  

particular, over two-thirds of the a priori models predict an exten-
sive S-wave shadow zone starting at around 20° distance and prove 
unable to match the S–P travel time differences measured for S0173a 
and S0235b; the allowed models tend to have a relatively thick crust 
(60–80 km) and a velocity increase or only a slight decrease below 
the Moho (Supplementary Section 2).

LF event alignment and indications of a low-velocity zone
Following in the tradition of classical seismology13, we realign the 
events based on envelope similarity and using the travel time curves 
of the a priori VP and VS models of Mars. We display in Fig. 3a the 
preferred alignment with time and distance, with the caveat that  
the alignment process is not always unique in the case of low-ampli-
tude events.

Families of events with similar characteristics are recognized:
 1. Four events (S0235b, S0189a, S0105a, S0173a) with a dominant 

S-phase, good P and S arrival picks and a robust distance as-
sessment are closely packed in distance between 25° and 29° 
(displayed in light orange colour in the lower panel of Fig. 3a; 
see also the enlargement in Extended Data Fig. 6). Two events 
(S0185a, S0234c) with larger S–P travel time are located in the 
distance range 58–64°. All six events show P and S phases with 
similar characteristics, indicating a common seismic origin at 
different distances.

 2. Three events show a dominant P phase and only a small S-
phase (dark grey). For S0183a, we identify the P phase based 
on polarization and a weak S-phase allows alignment of the 
event at ~46° distance. The shape of the P phase of S0205a in-
dicates a very similar distance to S0183a. S0325a has mixed 
characteristics, with a similar P and a low-amplitude S, at a 
distance of ~35°. The similarity with the P phases of the other 
events in the panel located at closer and greater distances (Ex-
tended Data Fig. 6) points to a common seismic origin for all 
these events.

 3. The upper panel in Fig. 3a displays four events (S0167a, S0154a, 
S0133a, S0226b; light red) for which we see no clear P phase 
or only a small emergent P phase, which are affected by large 
uncertainty. In addition, the S-phase-related wavepacket ap-
pears to be consistently longer than for the other events shown 
in the lower panel. For these reasons, we conclude that these 
events are located farther from the InSight station. The distance 
cannot be determined at this stage and we display the events 
aligned on a vertical line according to the S-phase picks, to il-
lustrate the envelope similarity. The longer duration may be due 
to the presence of reflected phases or surface waves in the scat-
tered tail of the S wave.

The sequence of events with similar P waves and dominant S 
waves around 25–30° and 58–64° epicentral distances, separated 
by events with only a small S wave at intermediate distance, pro-
vides the first evidence of a possible low-velocity zone for S waves 
on Mars, located in the 40–50° distance range (see also the detailed 
alignments of P and S phases in Extended Data Fig. 7). We explored 
alternative alignments, including the possibility that the decreas-
ing S-wave amplitudes beyond 30° distance could be due to high 
attenuation in the deeper mantle below 300 km depth. This model, 
however, is inconsistent with the high-amplitude S waves observed 
at farther distances.

LF event spectra and anelastic mantle structure of Mars
The displacement spectra of earthquakes14 and moonquakes15,16 
can be commonly approximated by a constant term proportional 
to the event’s seismic moment, modulated by attenuation terms 
accounting for the source dimension and the anelastic attenuation:  
A(f) = A0Asrc(f)Aatt(f). We also observe the same spectral shape for 
the LF events recorded on Mars (Fig. 4a), providing a validation that 
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the marsquake spectra obey similar scaling laws as quakes on the  
Earth and Moon.

Figure 4a compares modelled spectra (in blue) to the observed 
vertical and average horizontal spectra (in red) and with the noise 
spectra (in black). Using the magnitudes from the catalogue (see 
Methods) and the aligned distances (Fig. 3a), we achieve a con-
sistent fit to the spectra, even for those events barely above noise 
level. The spectral fit provides an independent distance estimation 
for events for which the alignment could not be determined; this is 

the case for S0167a, with a LF spectral content compatible with a 
distance of over 120°.

Because the LF events in our catalogue have small magnitudes, 
their corner frequencies, a measure of the duration and size of the 
event, are above 1 Hz. As a result, the decay of their spectra at high 
frequency is controlled by the attenuation term, and for each event 
we obtain an estimate of Qeff, the effective attenuation parameter. 
Qeff integrates contributions from scattering and intrinsic attenua-
tion along the path and represents a lower bound on intrinsic Q. 
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Because rays travel deeper with increasing epicentral distance, 
they sample material properties that are different from those seen 
by rays travelling in the lithosphere or upper layers of the mantle. 
The spectral fits of the events located at closer distance (Fig. 4a) 
are characterized by a Qeff on the order of 300, while the spectra of 
more distant events require, instead, a Qeff in excess of 1,000. This 
high value is consistent with the higher frequency content of these 
events, as illustrated by the broadband spectrum of S0185a, which 
reaches above 1 Hz and also shows a 2.4 Hz resonance amplification. 
The Qeff observed for the more distant events is high in comparison 
to pre-mission shear attenuation (Qμ) estimates of 75–350 for the 
deep mantle17–21. However, these values are derived from measure-
ments of the tides raised on Mars by its closest moon Phobos, with 
a period of 5.55 h. The high value of the seismically observed Qeff 
around periods of 1 s effectively constrains the visco-elastic behav-
iour of Mars and is of particular importance for understanding its 
thermal and rheological structure18,22,23.

Figure 5 presents a schematic of the location of LF events below 
the Moho and the propagation of LF waves across the mantle and 
the low-velocity zone.

HF event alignment and crustal propagation
In Fig. 3b we align a selection of 23 HF events with distance using 
the separation of P and S phases. The HF content requires that these 
waves propagate in a low-attenuating medium, which appears to be 
different from the highly attenuating upper mantle traversed by the 
LF events at regional distance. We model the P and S wavepackets 
as multiply-reflected Pg and Sg energy trapped in the crust or in the 
upper layers of the crust. The trapped waves travel with crustal veloc-
ities and the distance spans a wide range, which is still uncertain and 
depends on the assumed velocity and depth of reflection. The P–S 
travel time difference for the farthest HF event, S0264e, would cor-
respond to an epicentral distance ranging from almost 60° for a full 
crustal propagation with VS = 4 km s−1 to 10–15° for a propagation  
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in slow shallow layers with VS = 700–1,000 m s−1. The distance 
and corresponding magnitude listed in Extended Data Fig. 4  
are derived for an intermediate reference value of VS = 2.3 km s−1 
and VP = 1.73VS.

The observation of trapped waves is directly linked to event 
depth, as they can only be excited by events within the shallow 
crustal layers. This points to event depths in the crust for the HF 
events and below the Moho for the LF events. A mantle source for 
the LF events is also compatible with the absence of clearly devel-
oped surface waves.

The spectral plateau in Fig. 4b show that the HF events are con-
sistently smaller than the recorded LF events, and because of this 
any LF content would be masked by noise. The corner frequency is 
typically around 6 Hz, though for some events is as high as 10–12 Hz. 
The possible contribution of the source duration is significant for 
these magnitudes at high frequency; however, a lower bound on 
attenuation on the propagation path in the crust or shallow layers 
can be derived by comparing model spectra incorporating both 
source and attenuation (blue lines, Fig. 4b) or only the attenuation 
decay (green lines) to the observed spectra (red lines). The high Qeff 
values are compatible with the minimum intrinsic Qi values derived 

in ref. 2 for the shallowest layers of Mars. In the schematic in Fig. 5, 
the location of HF events in the crust and the propagation of multi-
ply-reflected Pg and Sg phases is compared with LF events.

Among the most surprising characteristics of the HF events is 
the non-stationarity of their occurrence. We have carefully evalu-
ated the evolution of the ambient noise and of the detection capacity 
of SEIS since deployment and can rule out that the increase in HF 
events occurrence is an artefact. We are evaluating possible caus-
ative models to explain a time-dependent, possibly seasonal, release 
of these quakes, related for example to orbital or thermal effects. 
Some of these models would indicate a very shallow origin of these 
events, which in turn could also indicate a closer epicentral distance.

Geographical distribution of seismicity on Mars
We can use the locations of the LF events to explore the geographi-
cal distribution of the observed seismicity, taking into account that 
we have retrieved complete locations only for three events so far, 
and that for the other events only the distance could be assessed.

In Fig. 6 we locate events on a map of the planet. Events S0235b, 
S0173a and S0183a are shown with their PDF solution in distance 
and azimuth (see inset), while for the other events we identify four 
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circular zones drawn around the InSight location, following the dis-
tance alignment obtained in Fig. 3a. This unconventional style of 
mapping is necessary until we can better constrain the azimuth of 
the events, but nevertheless makes it possible to compare the dis-
tance ranges with possible active tectonic systems.

In particular, the robust control on the locations of the S0173a 
and S0235b events allows us to identify possible sources for these 
two marsquakes. Several major volcanic and tectonic structures are 
located near the InSight landing site (Supplementary Section 4).  
The uncertainty bounds of both events include the Cerberus Fossae 
region (inset, Fig. 6). These fossae were associated with possible 

recent volcanic activity24 and have been previously identified as 
a large and potentially active extensive tectonic structure close to 
InSight25, where relatively fresh boulder traces hint at constant seis-
mic activity26. The possible association of S0173a and S0235b to the 
active system of the Cerberus Fossae provides a strong indication 
that tectonic stress localization, as well as thermo-elastic cooling, 
may play an important role in the genesis of seismicity on Mars.

A common pattern in Earth’s seismicity is the occurrence of 
aftershocks with similar characteristics to the mainshock. The 
first aftershock tentatively identified by MQS is S0235c, a small- 
magnitude event following 35 min after the much larger S0235b 
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Fig. 5 | Schematic of wave propagation for the different event types. HF events excite trapped waves in the crust, while mantle waves are attenuated 
below the noise level. LF events are stronger, cannot excite trapped waves as they are located below the Moho, and the mantle waves are observed at long 
periods due to attenuation. A potential low-velocity layer (LVL) may explain the observed distance variation of S-wave amplitudes.
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event, with similar spectral characteristics, further supporting the 
marsquake nature of the seismic events on Mars.

Over 44 years since the first attempt by the Viking missions27, the 
InSight SEIS instrument has revealed that Mars is seismically active. 
In the first 207 sols of data continuously recorded on Mars we 
detected 174 events that cannot be explained by local atmospheric- 
or lander-induced vibrations; these are interpreted as marsquakes. 
We identify two families of marsquakes: (1) 24 events of magnitude 
Mw = 3–4, located below the crust and with waves travelling inside 
the mantle and (2) 150 events of smaller magnitude and of closer 
distance, with waves trapped in the crust.

It is possible that a different type of source might explain individ-
ual seismic events. Alternative mechanisms that are being explored 
include meteorite impacts28, infrasonic waves trapped in near-sur-
face waveguides29, episodes of underground fluid migration and 
gravitational phenomena such as mass wasting along impact crater 
walls in the vicinity of the landing site.

The first seismic observations on Mars deliver key new knowl-
edge on the internal structure, composition and dynamics of the red 
planet, opening a new era for planetary seismology.
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Methods
MQS procedures for event detection, event characterization and catalogue 
management. SEIS data are retrieved by SISMOC (SEIS on Mars Operations 
Center) on Earth, prepared for analysis and automatically delivered to both the 
MSDS (Mars SEIS Data Service) for distribution to the InSight science team and to 
the MQS. The MQS is tasked with analysis of the SEIS dataset and curation of the 
marsquake catalogue, reacting every day as new data are downloaded from Mars9. 
MQS frontline seismologists on duty are charged with initial data screening and 
preliminary event characterization. The MQS review team routinely convenes to 
confirm the frontline analysis.

Seismic event detection and discrimination. Once the MQS frontline person 
on duty is informed that there are new data available, the search for marsquakes 
begins. Seismic events identified so far are characterized by energy between ~0.1 
and 10 Hz, durations ranging from 5 to 30 min and typically have amplitudes only 
slightly above the lowest background noise, which occurs only for a few hours each 
sol. We automatically produce spectrograms for each sol and all channels, updated 
with each new data arrival. The seismologist on duty scans through time series and 
spectrograms looking for features within this energy band to identify any candidate 
seismic signals, and then works to ensure the signal cannot be explained by any 
non-seismic phenomena. Here, we take the example of Sol 189, during which a 
typical event occurs, to illustrate our detection and discrimination procedures.

 1. Detection and first discrimination. The sol-long spectrogram from the VBB 
vertical component spectrogram is shown in the top part of Extended Data 
Fig. 1a. A candidate seismic band of energy is visible in the middle of the qui-
etest period; the lower part of Extended Data Fig. 1a shows the spectrogram 
zoomed into this period, with event energy start and end times as identified 
by MQS. Extended Data Fig. 1b,c shows various waveforms from the same 
zoomed time period. Extended Data Fig. 1b presents the three components of 
VBB velocity seismograms filtered between 1.2 and 2.8 s. Extended Data Fig. 
1c displays the auxiliary channels for pressure (detrended), wind direction 
and wind speed, as well as the three magnetic channels. In addition, MQS has 
access to known spacecraft activity, such as robotic arm movement and lander 
communication. These datasets are always checked to ensure there are no 
anomalous atmospheric or lander signals that correlate with seismic signals. 
In this case, there is lander communication activity (UHF radio transmission) 
that clearly affects the magnetic channels (grey shaded area, Extended Data 
Fig. 1c), but this concludes some minutes before the seismic energy starts. 
There is no indication of an anomalous signal in the pressure signal, and for 
the majority of the signal, the wind speed is at or below the sensitivity of the 
TWINS instrument (2.8 m s−1). Furthermore, there is no visible wind excita-
tion of lander modes.

 2. Direct comparison of wind and seismic data. Because the amplitudes of the 
seismic signals are generally very small and only just above the background 
noise within a relatively narrow frequency band, wind contamination is of 
particular concern. Extended Data Fig. 2 shows seismic and wind signals 
from a wider time window for Sol 189 (indicated by the horizontal grey bar 
above the top spectrogram in Extended Data Fig. 1). Significant wind speed 
and direction changes occur during the turbulent period, hours before the 
seismic energy begins. However, during the quieter period when this event 
occurs, the wind recorded by TWINS is mostly between 1.8 and 2.8 m s−1, 
with wind bursts up to 3.5 m s−1.

Following this set of analyses, MQS concludes the signal cannot be explained 
by atmospheric or lander signals and is of seismic origin. Once an event is 
confirmed, it is added into our database and it is labelled following the convention 
S[xxxx][z]; where [xxxx] indicates the InSight mission sol on which the event 
begins (starting from Sol 0, the sol when InSight landed on Mars) and [z] is a letter 
that ensures unique names if multiple events occur on a single sol. This particular 
event is assigned the event name of S0189a.

In the period following this first detection, various efforts continue to  
be made to understand the possible effects of weather on the observed seismic 
signal and provide estimates of the strength of the seismic signal. These methods 
are described in detail in Supplementary Section 1, with application to the  
S0189a event.

Seismic event characterization. Once an event is considered to be seismic, we 
proceed to characterization, which is illustrated here using the LF event on Sol 235, 
S0235b, one of the largest events recorded so far. For all events, MQS will try to 
make a single station location for the event, which involves various stages:

 1. Phase picking. We assign pick uncertainties that reflect the sharpness of 
observed energy onsets, guided both by the spectrogram and, if possible, also 
the filtered time series. Typically, for picks guided by the spectrogram, MQS 
selects uncertainties between ±10 and 60 s; for picks that are directly visible 
in the time series, picks are selected on a single component and uncertainties 
are between ±1 and 2 s. There are two picks made for S0235b, both with ±2 s 
uncertainty, as shown on the velocity time series in Extended Data Fig. 1. At 
this stage, the phase type is not known, and according to the naming conven-
tion of the International Association of Seismology and Physics of the Earth’s 

Interior, the first onset energy phase is assigned to be x1, subsequent phases 
are x2 and so on. For HF events, slope breaks on an STA-LTA (Short Time 
Average over Long Time Average) filter centred on 2.4 Hz are used to  
identify phases.

 2. Phase polarization. MQS also makes a polarization analysis for degree of 
ellipticity, azimuth and inclination. For the majority of phases, there is no 
obvious polarization. For the largest LF events, the polarization is clear for a 
few seconds following the arrivals, before breaking down. Extended Data  
Fig. 1 provides hodograms indicating the azimuth for each of the two identi-
fied arrivals for S0235b. For x1 on S0235b, the polarization is 74°, while x2 
clearly has a different polarization angle.

 3. Phase association. In general, it is challenging to assign phase types to the 
arrivals. In the absence of clear polarization, we infer and assign phases to x1 
and x2: P- and S-wave arrivals for LF events; Pg and Sg for HF events. In the 
case of S0235b, the clear change in polarization provides an additional indica-
tion that we are looking at P and S arrivals. The selected back azimuth for this 
event is 74° from the P-wave train. So far, only first arriving P/Pg and S/Sg 
phases have been assigned to events.

 4. Distance, back azimuth and location. Because S0235b has both P and S 
phases assigned, as well as a polarization of the P wave, following ref. 8 and 
Supplementary Section 2, we can calculate (1) a preferred absolute distance 
of 26° and (2) a back azimuth of 74°, and a location at 11° N, 161° E. For the 
majority of events, at most, the distance can be provided.

 5. Event type and quality are assigned to all events. The event type reflects the 
frequency content as discussed in the main text (LF and HF). The event qual-
ity is assigned according to the following conventions:

A. High-quality events: multiple clear and identifiable phases and clear polari-
zation (that is, location available).

B. Medium-quality events: multiple clear and identifiable phases but no  
polarization (distance available, but no azimuth and hence no unique  
location).

C. Low-quality events: signal clearly observed but phase picking is challenging.
D. Weak or suspicious events.

S0235b is classified as an LF quality A event.
 6. Magnitudes are assigned according to scales tailored for Mars7 with an up-

dated calibration reflecting the actual data and observed events (Supplemen-
tary Section 3). For each event several magnitudes are computed, depending 
on the availability of different phases. The LF events observed so far are all in 
the magnitude range Mw 3–4, while the more local HF events are in the range 
Mw 1–2.3 (accounting also for the large uncertainty in distance). S0235b has 
magnitude Mw 3.6.

Further event revision. All events are periodically revised according to the 
distance alignment procedure outlined in the main text. When phases are clear and 
impulsive, no changes or minimal realignments are made. For some events, major 
realignments are made, guided by waveform similarity, reassignment of initial 
phase association or indications that phases are emerging and pick times do not 
correctly reflect the phase onset.

Event catalogue. In the period up to Sol 299, over 174 events have been identified 
in the data. Extended Data Fig. 4 includes the key characteristics for the 36 
LF and HF events, including S0189a and S0235b described above. We indicate 
pick times and uncertainties for P/Pg and S/Sg phases, and distances from both 
catalogue locations and realignment. The complete catalogue including all events 
is available at ref. 5.

Data availability
The InSight seismic event catalogue5 and waveform data6 are available from the 
IRIS-DMC and SEIS-InSight data portal (https://www.seis-insight.eu/en/science). 
The catalogue and waveform data have the identifiers https://doi.org/10.12686/
a6 and https://doi.org/10.18715/SEIS.INSIGHT.XB_2016, respectively. Seismic 
waveforms as well as data from all other InSight instruments and MOLA 
topographic data are available from NASA PDS (https://pds.nasa.gov/).

Code availability
The analyses in this study were conducted using a suite of custom software tools. 
The source codes can be made available from the Marsquake Service upon request 
(savas.ceylan@erdw.ethz.ch).
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Extended Data Fig 1 | Analysis of the seismic event observed on Sol 189. a, Acceleration spectrogram for entire sol (top) and zoom around the 
event (bottom) with event start and end times (utc) marked. b, Three component seismic channels in m/s (VBB, 20 sps) with MQS phase picks and 
uncertainties. c, Auxiliary channels used when analysing the data. Timing of b and c match the bottom spectrogram in a. VBB is the very broadband 
seismometer, and MAG1/2/3 are the three magnetometer channels. The only lander activity during the event period (UHF communication) is marked 
with shaded area on the MAG channels. Time span shown in Extended Data Fig. 2 is marked in the 24hour window at the top of a.
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Extended Data Fig 2 | Comparison of wind and seismic data in a 5-hour period centred around the seismic event on Sol 189. a, Wind speed (black) and 
direction (green), b, vertical 20sps VBB data with 1s high pass (blue) and 1s low pass (red) filters, c and d, spectrogram of seismic channel. The wind 
speed is below 2.8 m/s for the majority of the seismic event, as it is for much of quiet evening period. While a wind direction change of 30 degrees was 
recorded during the event by the TWINS sensor, the longer context shows that this is occurring about once per hour and is likely an artefact of the sensor 
at very low wind speeds. As described in [4], the TWINS sensor does not report reliable wind speeds and directions below a wind speed of 2.8 m/s.
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Extended Data Fig 3 | Event S0235a waveform and polarisation summary. a shows VBB vertical time series indicating the picks associated to P and S 
phases. b and c show horizontal hodograms for P and S windows respectively. The time windows used to produce the hodograms are indicated by the grey 
shaded regions on a. The event back azimuth is indicated in the red dotted line in b and c, matching the first P-wave motion. A 2-5s bandpass filter is applied.
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Extended Data Fig 4 | List of events analysed in this paper. Event quality is as defined in the Methods section. The aligned distances follow Fig. 3, while 
the distance, back azimuth and phase picks from the MQS catalogue are provided when available. The moment magnitude (MW) is based on the spectral 
magnitude except for those events marked with an asterisk, that are derived from the 2.4Hz magnitude (Supplementary Information SI3).
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Extended Data Fig 5 | SNR values for the events analysed in this paper. Frequency range used for computing the spectral envelopes are listed in the 
second and third columns. Four different SNR types computed using maxima and means of signal and noise, as well as maxima of P- and S envelopes 
are also given with the start and end times of the signal used. Events with little or no S-wave energy are also evident from the relative amplitude of SNRs 
(shaded cells).
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Extended Data Fig 6 | Alignment of events with P-wave arrivals using vertical spectral envelopes. a, All events with P-wave energy aligned on a 
reference line; events are equally spaced sorted by distance; for each event we indicate the frequency band used to derive the spectral envelope and the 
amplification used in the display, so that all P waves have the same amplitude; glitches and the following S-wave are blanked out. b, P-wave envelopes 
overlapped for four of the events in the left panel; envelope amplitudes are re-scaled to show the similarity; S0173a and S0235b have clear P- and S-wave 
arrivals, while we observe only a strong first phase for S0183a and S0205a, interpreted as P-phase, and a weak second phase, interpreted as S-phase. The 
colour code of the events is the same used in Fig. 3. The spectral window length in b is 40 s to increase the visibility of the S-wave onsets.
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Extended Data Fig 7 | Alignment of events using their S-wave envelopes along a reference line. The top four events have significantly longer S-wave 
envelopes. S0183a and S0205a are not included as these events do not display a clearly visible S-wave. The colour code of the events is the same  
used in Fig. 3.
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